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Thanks to the eagle eye of readers here, we know about the most recent post on The New Golden Era. 

Essentially, right around the corner comes the first "oil shock" or major event to curtail supplies of 

crude oil. The best solution or outcome will be cooperation, where the "haves" allow the "have nots" a 

proportional share.  

 

Bear in mind, only about half of crude oil produces fuel, the rest used for petrochemicals, mostly 

plastics. (Petroleum = oil from rocks i.e. mineral oil and petrochemicals derived from them. Naphtha, 

which is lighter fluid, is distilled then chemically broken down into ethylene (related to ethanol) to 

make polyethylene and many plastics. 

 

Most fuel is used for transportation; cars, aircraft, ships and trains. In some countries, electricity 

generation. Some nations can supply their own consumption, some mostly export, others do both: 

Russia, USA, Canada, Venezuela, United Kingdom, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Iraq and Iran are a few 

examples. Many countries must import most or all of their crude oil derived fuels and chemicals, or the 

just the finished materials or final products. Most crude oil moves by pipeline or bulk ocean-going 

carrier ships ("tankers").  

 

The forecast offered on The New Golden Era suggests significant worldwide shortages; this means 

ocean transport, likely a blockage of either the Strait of Hormuz or the Suez Canal. The percentage of 

crude oil & products passing through either & both, are significant. 

 

Neither The New Golden Era's host's guides nor mine, are providing details other than to say "watch 

the full moons."  The Committee goes on from here, and I am paraphrasing for brevity, even though I 

have used quotation marks. 

=================== 

"Few of the HCPs believe this, among the very few who even know it is coming; most do not. Almost 

no human knows. You do, giving you enormous personal ability to select your reaction.  

 

The reflexive stance of seeking a way to preserve as best as possible, one's position and place in the 

greater scheme of current life, is futile. Most people will pursue ineffective ideas or courses of action. 

Doing so will produce an initial feeling of control, through resistance and dominance efforts, but soon 

these re/actions will lead to even greater frustration, dissatisfaction and for many people, despair.  

 

You who read these words now, have been led here by your own choice, even if you are unaware of the 

memory of the decision, which includes many of you, a majority. This is not important; what matters is 

that you know what is happening and why. This allows you to choose acceptance more easily. You will 

observe the circumstances which affect you personally, with knowledge about why they are happening. 

This will allow you to remove from consideration actions and reactions which will not lead you to a 

place of mental stability. Observing what many others around you are doing, with a view to imitating 

their actions which produce a short term, fleeting, fading then disappearing success will lead to 

frustration, dissatisfaction and anger.  

 

If you are not already aware of or well-studied in the petroleum trade of your nation or region, you 

might well do this over the next month or two. Knowledge is calmness and peace, not power. Is crude 

oil extracted or imported; does refining take place? What non-fuel uses for the derivatives or distillates, 

exist in your nation or region? Is electricity dependent on crude oil? Not natural gas unless it is 

imported in liquid form and re-converted back into a gas. This knowledge will allow understanding of 

the soon to arrive effects, large or small, upon your nation or region. 

 



Much talk and discussion occurs regarding economic changes, economic re-sets and impending 

collapse of the middle class which could follow. Restrictions and limitations imposed because of 

pandemic fear, dominate discussion. 

 

Surprised will be the some of you, when you see how quickly the concerns of the pandemic fade into 

the background, pushed off the front page by something humans cannot blame upon another human. 

 

As has been predicted, the supply and prices of crude oil and derived products will recover, but this 

will not be a permanent or even long-lasting condition. Lessons learned from this upcoming first event 

will greatly assist some people among mankind, who will learn to separate control of personal reaction 

from control of surrounding conditions. The strongly held belief that collective efforts can change 

anything, will also be scrutinized, and modified; more emphasized will become the concept of 

controlling one's reaction, not placing responsibility for personal choice outside the person choosing. 

 

Other people will not learn lessons, so repeat events will provoke similar reactions, or even less 

pleasant responses will be selected. 

 

You who read these words know what very few humans understand. It is too late for attempts to spread 

the word beyond the reach already achieved, which have been made in other directions of which most 

humans are either unaware or deny can exist, if it is even attempted explained. The lateness is not 

human; this applies to us. We the collective of Guardian Angel Guides and other energetic beings 

around Earth, can no more make effective efforts to spread knowledge and understanding. You have 

been led to these as you decided, given the choice to believe or dismiss, and if you wanted to, to inform 

others. Uncertainty feeding skepticism is not your burden to overcome in other people. 

 

You have knowledge which allows you to understand what will happen and to accept the effects 

humans neither create nor control. May your example benefit your friends and family who surround 

you. 

 

Be well one and all, do return soon." 

 

   

 


